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Large Security Cabinet and Safe
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CUSTOMER

Retail safety and
security company
cogs

INDUSTRY

Security
truck

DESTINATION

High-street stores
PENCIL-ALT

Background

This large security cabinet, primarily a money safe, is designed for a leading high-street
chain of stores to allow easy depositing of cash from the shop floor. Our client briefed
us with the requirements of the security cabinet, provided the preferred locks for us to
integrate into the design and provided the general specifications to follow.
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SERVICES
CAD Design
Laser Cutting
Fabrication
Powder Coating
Build assembly

Approach

Watch Video

youtube

CAD Design Phase

Laser Cutter

Over 150 Expert Bends

Our CAD designers spent in
excess of four days drawing up
the cabinet in Solidworks for
production. To give a comparison,
an average part we design for an
air conditioning unit may take
up to 2 hours to program. The
complex nature of the project,
and the security aspect, meant
extra detail and attention had to
be paid on the joins, hinges, and
any other element prone to attack.
As we already have designed and
manufactured a range of security
chests and cabinets, this was
familiar territory for us.

The sheet metal is loaded onto our
laser cutter for the main shapes
to be formed. The photo is of the
main body of the POS display,
made from 1.5mm thick mild steel,
with; screw holes, product display
sections, TV display cut-out and
various shapes cut during the laser
cutter stage to enable an efficient
fabrication and assembly.

The photo doesn't do the complex nature of
the cabinet and the bends involved in the
design justice! To make a cabinet secure
from attack, edges are bent in on themselves
to prevent devices prying joints apart or
open. Here you can see our machine operator
bending one of the internal enclosures, using
a combination of his time-served experience
and the pre-programmed instructions to
create expertly bent and sturdy metal work.
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DID YOU KNOW
Small nicks out of the metalwork are not flaws or
cutting errors, they are in fact called castellated marks
to indicate where to weld when welding parts together.
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Riveting the Enclosure
Once bent, our team of welders
rivet various parts together
before welding. This speeds up
the assembly of the main units,
and reduces the quantity of tack
welding required when joining the
parts securely together.

Watch Video

youtube

Testing
The full cabinet prototype was tested using
one of the office mascot's toy 'Badger'.
Watch the toy go through our cabinet.

Tack Welding
The welding team then took the
riveted enclosure, and tack welded
the inside seams before MIG
welding them together.

Top-Hats
To give extra strength to the sides
of the cabinets we insert metal
bridges, described as ‘top-hats’ in
the industry. These top hats are
put along the walls of the external
cabinets, but also help locate the
internal cabinets into place.
Watch Video

youtube

Constructing the Safe
The drawer within the bottom
metal cabinet isn’t as simple as it
initially looks. It holds a drop flap
to allow the contents of the drawer
to drop into the locked cabinet
below. The flap has to be strong
enough to hold large volumes of
coins without buckling, so it is
reinforced with metal strips seen
in the photos as the ‘E’ shape...
continue reading >

Final Cabinet

The end unit (without locks which are fitted by
the customer) went into full production with a
textured powder coated grey.

QUOTE-LEFT

This detailed cabinet involved
a great deal of team work and
communications to enable
the complex assembly to go
smoothly, and as efficient as
possible through the factor to
meet tight delivery deadlines.
- Matt Garlick, Managing Director
of Constant Group Ltd
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